Serial search for fingers of the same hand but not for fingers of different hands.
In most haptic search tasks, tactile stimuli are presented to the fingers of both hands. In such tasks, the search pattern for some object features, such as the shape of raised line symbols, has been found to be serial. The question is whether this search is serial over all fingers irrespective of the hand, or whether it is serial over the fingers of each hand and parallel over the two hands. To investigate this issue, we determined the speed of static haptic search when two items are presented to two fingers of the same hand and when two items are presented to two fingers of different hands. We compared the results with predictions for parallel and serial search based on the results of a previous study using the same items and a similar task. The results indicate that two fingers of the same hand process information in a serial manner, while two fingers of two different hands process information in parallel. Thus, considering the individual fingers as independent units in haptic search may not be justified, because the hand that they belong to matters.